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House on 254 Crescent Drive
R16 Million
LEMEG Architects
Polokwane, Limpopo, South Africa
8 Months

NAME OF CLIENT

Undisclosed

CONTACT PERSON

Undisclosed

START & COMPLETION DATE
NUMBER OF STAFF MONTHS PROFESSIONAL
STAFF PROVIDED BY LEMEG

2015
12 Months
1 Architect + 1 Senior Architectural Technologist

NAME OF SENIOR STAFF (Project Director/coordinator, team leader involved, and functions performed
Sydney Leﬁﬁ: Design Architect

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT
A walk along Crescent Drive is characterised by a canopy formed by tree tops and wide driveways adjoining several homes. This is a place that has
remained habitation for many generations in this city, for a community that embraces traditional values carried from generation to generation. The house
on 254 Crescent Drive is one of the many houses that are being rebuilt to mark the next generation of homes, which will deﬁne yet another journey for
the future generation. The intimacy gradient recognizes the heritage of the tree canopies, where the entrance and public interface (the street) respect
the human scale. The entrance transition continues the journey from the side walk into the public domain of the house. We have merged the boundary
into the fabric of this transition space, thereby achieving a seamless sense of arrival and reception.

Much further from the street edge, the spaces are arranged in a sequence that grants both habitants and guests freedom. The usual conﬂict where the
spatial sequence does not correspond to the degree of privateness and public domain for friends or guests is articulated. Public spaces are housed in
a low single storey section while the gradual increase in height into a double storey houses the private spaces. The double storey section echoes the
height of the tree canopy and marks the rear boundary of the property.

An exciting approach we have adopted as we developed the house considered spatial organization and quality of outdoor-indoor spaces. The resulting
form of the house further enhances this key quality with texture and tectonic. The bright and white colour of the building form place emphasis on the
green pockets of outdoor spaces.

DESCRIPTION OF ACTUAL SERVICES PROVIDED BY STAFF
Pre-Contract Services: Project Inception & Appraisal, Concept & Design Development, Technical & Procurement Documentation
Post-Contract Services: Construction Phase Contract Administration & Technical Inspections and Quality Control
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